
Service sheets, photographs, PowerPoint slideshows, music 
and movies for before, during and after a funeral service  

If we have to fix or convert your files from other formats, this is often as much 
work as us doing it from scratch, so the same production costs may be charged.  

File 
Specifications  

for technical 
assistance ask   
for Stephen  
design & tech 

  

File Types used:  Computer systems is Microsoft Windows  10 

Photographs   Actual photo to scan or single digital jpg, png, approx. 200–300 dpi , scans as jpg, PDFs require conversion ( so may incur extra charges )  

  Apple photos need to be saved as ( . jpg ) they should contain the file extension after the file name. ( eg: photoname.jpg )  

PowerPoint   Slideshows are made to run in Microsoft Office PowerPoint 365  

  Older versions of PowerPoint may work but will need testing for compatibility issues well before service. 

  Music embedded into the PowerPoint file does not always play, send separate mp3, if music is embed. (Embedded music must be tested) 

Video    Mp4 — This can contain Pictures and Music, but should not be bigger than 500 megabytes  ( we will need to compress file if larger )  

Music  Mp3 files are used, but .wav .m4a and YouTube mp4 can be converted. Spotify playlists can only be used for general music selections. 

Design Software is Microsoft Publisher  

  If you make your own Service sheet as Publisher file, your fonts may not be available on our computers, so will change when file is opened.  

  Send a PDF as well, and we will check Publisher file looks correct, may need to choose the closest font available. ( set up required)  

  We do not print directly from PDF files, printer and trim settings do not line up accurately enough.  

  If PDF files are sent, full set up and conversion to work with MS Publisher is needed if printing is required.  

  We print in RGB or CMYK,  but all colours are a digital approximation of what was sent and not an exact representation.   
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